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 MACHINE DESIGN.
due to the moment PI, resulting in tensile stress below the gravity axis, N, with a maximum value at 6, and a compressive stress above N with a maximum value at a. II. A direct tensile stress, =P, distributed over the entire section, resulting in a unit stress = P ~A =/i Ibs. per square inch. This is shown graphically at n, Fig. 259. ai&i is a datum line whose length equals ab. Tensions are laid off toward the right and compressions toward the left.
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FlG. 259.
The stress due to flexure varies directly as the distance from the neutral axis ni, being zero at ni. If, therefore, bic\ represents the tensile stress in the outer fiber, then c\k\ drawn through N\ will be the locus of the ends of horizontal lines, drawn through all points of ai&i, representing the intensity of stress in all parts of the section, due to flexure. If c\d\ represent the unit stress due to direct tension, then, since this is the same in all parts of the section, it will be represented by the horizontal distance between the parallel lines c\ki and d,\e\. This uniform tension increases the tension biCi due to flexure, causing it to become b\d\; and reduces the compression kia^ causing it to bcccme e\a\. The maximum stress in the section is therefore tensile stress in the lower outer fiber, and is equal to bidi.
When the force P is reversed, acting toward the left, the stresses in the section are as shown at m, Fig. 259: compression due to flexure in the lower outer fiber equal to c2l)2] tension due to flexure in the upper outer fiber equal to a2k2; and uniform compression over the entire surface equal to d2c2. This latter increases the compression in the lower outer fiber from b2c2 to
2, and decreases the tension in the upper outer fiber from a2k%

